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Introduction 
For S an infinite setfand g sequences of positive integers, SG(S,J; g) is the following 
two-person game of length o. In the first inning player ONE chooses a subset Bi of 
S which is nonempty and contains at most f( 1) points; TWO responds with a subset 
u/i of S which contains at most g(1) points. In the second inning ONE picks a subset 
Bz of S such that Bi cB* and B,\B, contains at mostf(2) points; TWO responds with 
a subset W, of S which contains at most g(2) points and so on (in this paper “c” 
means “is a proper subset of”). By playing an inning for each positive integer the 
players construct a sequence (B,, W,,B2, W,, . ..) which has the properties that (i) 
IBll <f(l) ,B,c&+1 and JB,+i\B,, <f(n+ l), and (ii) I W,l <g(n) for each positive 
integer n. 
Such a sequence is said to be a play. A sequence (B,, B1,. . .) which satisfies (i) is said 
to be admissible fir ONE. TWO wins a play if U;= iB, = U;= 1 W,,. If S has a linear 
ordering, TWO has a winning perfect information strategy. 
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Does TWO have a winning strategy which depends on knowing only the most 
recent choice of ONE? Following G. Choquet [l, p. 116, Definition 7.111 such 
a strategy is called a tactic; some authors call a tactic a stationary strategy (e.g. Galvin 
and Telgarsky [6]). Let F be a tactic for TWO. A play is said to be an F-play if 
W,,=F(B,) for each n. A strategy of TWO of the form W,, =F(B,, n) is said to be 
a Markov strategy: TWO now knows not only ONE’s most recent move, but also how 
many innings have elapsed. The name Markov strategy is probably due to Telgarsky. 
The game is denoted SG(S,f; y) to distinguish it from the slightly different game that 
was considered in [S]. If there are positive integers n or m such thatS( j) = n or g(j) = m 
for all j, we write SG(S, II, g) or SG(S,l; m) or SG(S, n, m) for SG(S,f; g). 
The problems studied here are: 
(1) for which S,f and g does TWO have a winning tactic in SG(S,f, g)? 
(2) for which S,fand g does TWO have a winning Markov strategy in SG(S,f,g)? 
According to Proposition 2 of [S] TWO has a winning tactic in SG(S,f, 1) for every 
f when S is countable. Thus we assume that S is uncountable. 
Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory (denoted ZF) together with the principle of dependent 
choices ([7,p. 411 and denoted DC) will be the underlying theory; its consistency is 
assumed throughout the article. Other hypotheses which are occasionally resorted to 
will be mentioned explicitly when used. The terminology used could be found in 
contemporary set theory texts. 
N denotes the set of positive integers and R denotes the set of real numbers. 
Throughout the paper we also use a function Y. It is defined from N to N so that: 
Y(f) (n)=f(l)+... +j”(n) for all ,f in W and all n in N. Elements of N are called 
sequences of positive integers. For f and g in N, define: 
(1) f=*g if for all but finitely many n, f (n) =g(n). 
(2) f<g if: f (n)<g(n) for all but finitely many n, and f#*g. 
(3) fd*g ifSGg orf=*g. 
Then =* is an equivalence relation on N and << is a partial ordering of N. The symbol 
9(X) denotes the set of all subsets of a set X. Throughout the paper we use the 
convention that when we list a subset of a linearly ordered set, the listing is increasing 
in the order inherited from the superset. 
The paper is organised as follows: The results are presented in three sections: 
Negative results, Positive results and Consistency results. Some unsolved problems are 
listed in an epilogue. 
This paper is a further exploration of the topic in [S]. The game SG(S,f,g) is 
a descendant of a game of D. Gale. For Gale’s original game, consult [2]. 
1. Negative results 
This section has three subsections. In the first we analyse the structure of a winning 
Markov strategy. These results are then used in the next two sections to prove that 
TWO does not have a winning Markov strategy for the examples we consider there. 
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1.1. Properties of winning Markov strategies 
For this section S is an infinite set with a linear ordering <, f and y are sequences of 
positive integers and F is a winning Markov strategy of TWO in SG(S,f;g). Let k be 
Y(f). All these parameters are fixed for this section. 
Lemma 1.1. F(X, n) c X for each positive integer n and for each subset X of S with 
n<IXI<k(n). 
Proof. Assume the contrary and let n and X witness this. Choose x~F(X,rz) \X and 
inductively construct and admissible sequence B1, B2, . . . , B,, . . . such that x$B, for all 
m, and B, = X. Put W, = F(B,, m) for all m. Then (B,, WI, . . . , I?,, W,, . .) is an F-play 
of SG(S,f, g) which is lost by TWO since Uj”= 1Bj # Uj”= 1 Wj, a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 1.2. Let (B,, WI, . . . . B,, W,,,, .) be an F-play of SG(S,f; g). For each XE Uj”= 1Bj 
the set S(x)= {m: x~F(B,,rn) } is injnite. 
Proof. Assume the contrary and let x be such that S(x) is finite. Let r be the maximum 
element of S(x). Choose DEB,., I \B, and define a sequence B’,, B;, . . . . B6, . . . such that: 
B~=(Bj\{x>) U{Y} forjdr, and B’j=Bjforj3r+l. 
Put WA = F(Bh, m) for all m. Then (B;, W;, . . . , B&, W&, . .) is an F-play of SG(S,_l; g) 
which is lost by TWO since XEU~ lB’j\ (UT: 1 W;), a contradiction. I7 
Lemma 1.3. For each x in S, for each m in N and for each K in [Slh’“’ for which x is in 
K, there exist a k>m in N and an L in [S]h(k’ suck that KC L and for each M in 
CSI h(k+ 1) with LC M, x is in F(M, k+ 1). 
Proof. If the Lemma were false pick a point x, a positive integer m and a finite set 
K witnessing this. Then we can pick a set Bm+2 which contains K, contains exactly 
k(m+ 2) points and so that x is not in F(B,+2, m + 2). With B, + z playing the role of 
LwelindasetB,,, with exactly k(m + 3) points which contains B,+ 2 and for which 
x is not in F(B,+,,m+3). Continuing like this we choose for each positive integer 
k bigger than m + 1 a set Bk + 1 which contains Bk, has k(k + 1) elements, and for which 
x is not in F(Bk+,, k + 1). Choose a sequence (B,, . . . . B,, 1) of finite sets such that 
B1 c . . . c B, + 1 and each Bj contains k(j) elements for 1 <j < m + 1. Put Wj = F(Bj, j) 
for each j. Then (B,, W,, . . . . B,, W,, . . . ) is an F-play of SG(S,Lg) for which S(x) is 
finite (indeed, IS(x) 1 <m + 1). This contradicts Lemma 1.2. 0 
Lemma 1.4. For all sequences u and v suck that u < *f and g d *v, TWO has a winning 
Markov strategy in the game SG(S, u, v) . 
Proof. Let u and v be as in the hypotheses. Choose a number r such that: Y(u) 
(4 6 Vf )(n),O) Gf 04, and d n <v n 1 ( ) f or all n 3 r. Define a Markov strategy F’ for 
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TWO as follows. Let X be a finite subset of S and let n be a natural number such that 
n d [XI< Y(u) (n). 
F’(X, n) = 
8 if n<r, 
F (X, n) otherwise. 
Then F’(X, n) c X for all relevant pairs (X, n). F’ is a winning Markov strategy for 
TWO. For if on the contrary (B;, W;, . . . , Bk, WA, . . .) is an F’-play of SG(S, u, u) which 
is lost by TWO, choose a point x~Uj”= IBi\(Uj”= I Wj) and let n3r be minimal such 
that XEB;. For j<n choose sets BIc...cB,_l such that x$B,,_~, B,_IcBL, 
IBj+,\Bj~df(j+l)forj<n-l,ldIB,Idf(l)andIB,’\B,-,Idf(n).PutBj=B~forall 
j2n and put W,,, = F(B,, m) for all m. Then (B,, WI, . . ., B,, W,,,, . ..) is an F-play 
of SG(S,J; g) such that Wk= W,,, for all man and S(x) is finite, contradicting 
Lemma 1.2. 0 
1.2. Well-orderable sets 
Theorem 1.5. For every sequence g of positive integers there is a sequence f of positive 
integers such that TWO does not have a winning Markov strategy in SG(co,,Ag). 
Proof. By Lemma 1.4 we may assume that the sequence g is nondecreasing. Define 
fso thatf(l)=g(l)+l andf(k+l)=(g(k+l)+l)k+l-(g(k)+l)kforeach k.Let hbe 
Y(f); then h(k)=(g(k)+ l)k for each k. TWO does not have a winning Markov 
strategy in SG(w,,f;g). For suppose on the contrary that F is a winning Markov 
strategy for TWO in the game. 
For each countable limit ordinal 3, let I’,= (a + 1, . . . . a+f(l) } (note that the P,‘s 
are disjoint). For each CI let (by Lemma 1.3) k(a) be the least positive integer and let 
K, be the least finite set (in the Godel ordering of the h(k(cc))-tuples from or: see e.g. [7, 
p. 201 or [S, p. 1591) which contains P, and has exactly h(k(cc)) elements, such that 
whenever T is a finite set which contains K, and has exactly h(k(a)+ 1) points, then 
c( + 1 is in F (T, k(a) + 1). Let J be an uncountable set of countable limit ordinals and let 
k be a positive integer so that k(a) = k for each CI in J. Let U be a subset of J which 
contains exactly g(k+ l)+ 1 points. Then the set u {K,: cr~U} contains at most 
h(k).(g(k+ l)+ 1) points; thus we can choose a set T which contains h(k+ 1) points 
and contains U {K,: CZE U}. But then {CZ + 1: CLE U> (which contains g(k + 1) + 1 points) 
is a subset of F (T, k + 1). This is a contradiction since T is a legal move for ONE in the 
(k+ 1)-st inning and F(T, k+ 1) may not contain more than g(k+ 1) points. 0 
Let m be given. The proof above shows that TWO does not have a winning Markov 
strategy in SG(~r,f~,m)forf~(l)=m+ 1 andf,(k+ l)=m.(m+ l)k for all k. Lemma 1.4 
implies that if / eventually dominates eachf,, then TWO does not have a winning 
Markov strategy in SG(oI,/,m). These “diagonalizing functions” are all rapidly 
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diverging to infinity: for / such a diagonalizing function and for p a polynomial, 
lim pO=O. 
n+m e(n) 
Is there a polynomial p such that TWO does not have a winning Markov strategy in 
SG(wl,p,m) for any m? In section 3 we attend to this problem. 
Next we give a situation in which there are simple polynomials p such that TWO 
does not have a winning Markov strategy in SG(tc,p, m), but our proof relies on 
a K which is much larger that ol. Recall that ~+(a):~ means that: 
given for each n anf, : [K]"-A: Then there is a set A c K with tx < type(A), and 
~1,~2, ... EJ. such that for each n, A is monochromatic of color c(, for ,f,. 
The smallest ordinal number K which satisfies the partition relation K+(cL):~ is 
a cardinal number and said to be an a-&d& cardinal: it is denoted K(E). 
According to a ZF theorem of Rowbottom (see [l l] or [4, p. 2211 for a proof), if a is 
a limit ordinal and if 2 is an ordinal such that A--+(c():~, then n+(cc),y. Here “2 is the 
(uncountable) set of binary sequences of length o. Thus, if T is a countable set and if 
CI is a limit ordinal and 2 is an ordinal such that /Z+(C():~, then n-+(a),‘“. 
Theorem 1.6. Let (S, <) be a well-ordered set. Letf be a sequence of positive integers. If 
(S, <) satisfies the partition relation (S, <) +(w+o):~, then TWO does not have 
a winning Markov strategy in SG(S, f; f ). 
Proof. Let f be a sequence of positive integers and let K denote the cardinality of S. 
Let F be a Markov strategy for TWO in SG(K,~, f). We may assume that in the k-th 
inning, if G is a finite subset of K which contains at least f (k) elements, then F(G, k) 
contains f (k) elements. Let h be Y( f ). 
For each m define &,:[K]~(~) -[{l, ...,h(m)}]f(m)so that &,,({x,, . . ..x.,(,,})={j: 
XjEF({X1,...,X hcmJ}, m)}. By the assumed partition property of K fix a subset A = {a<: 
< <o + o} (listed in increasing order) and a sequence (z,, . . . , z,, . .) where for each m, 
z, is in [{1, . . ..h(m)}]“‘“’ and &(V) = z,whenever V is an h(m) -element subset of A. 
Choose BrcA such that a,~Bi, and IB1 1 =f (1). Inductively define B,+ I = 
{b,, . ..>&.+iJ f rom B, in such a manner that we have j not in &+ I((bI, . . , bhCn+ 1,}) 
whenever the jth element of (b,, . . . , bhC,,+ t) } is a, (for example: if a, is the ith element of 
B, one takes j =min(k > i: k is not in &,+ 1(V)} for some VE[A]‘@+ I’). Now note that 
S(a,) E (11, so that Lemma 1.2 implies that F is not winning for TWO. 0 
Corollary 1.7. If (S, <) is a well-ordered set which satisfies the partition relation (S, <) 
+(o + o):~, then TWO does not have a winning Markov strategy in SG(S,f; g) for any 
sequences fand g such that g <*J: 
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1.3. The real line 
Let BP denote the statement that every set of real numbers has the property of 
Baire. The theory ZF + DC + BP is consistent modulo the consistency of ZF ( [lo], 
p. 43, Conclusion 7.171). For each n let Qn+r denote {(x~,...,x,,+~)ER’+‘: 
I{X r,...,x,+r)l<n+f}. 
We now show that ZF+DC + BP proves that for each sequence f of positive 
integers TWO does not have a winning Markov strategy in SG(R,J;f). Our approach 
is similar to that for Erdiis cardinals: we first prove a certain partition theorem for the 
real line (using the theory ZF+DC), and then apply it (subject to the theory 
ZF + DC + BP) to defeat Markov strategies of TWO. 
Lemma 1.8. Let n be a positive integer and let I be an uncountable compact interval of 
real numbers. For each function f: I”+ ‘\ Q,, + 1 +o which has the property that for each 
m in w, {y: f (y)=m} has the property of Baire, there are: 
(1) an m in 0, 
(2) uncountable and pairwise disjoint subintervals I 1, , I, + 1 of I, 
(3) comeager sets Cj c Ij for 1 <j < n + 1, and 
(4) (bi, . . ..b$Enk+jZk for 1 <jbn+ 1 
such that f(b{, . . . . bi t b! ,_ 1, , ), . . . . bh)=m,for each 1 <j<n+ 1 and for each t in Cj. 
Proof. For each m, put X, = (y: f (y) = m}. By the Baire category theorem fix an m for 
which X, is non-meager. Since each Xk has the property of Baire, choose a nonempty 
open set U in I”+ ’ for which X, n U is comeager in U. We may assume that U is of the 
form nrT:Ij where (I,, . . ..Zn+r } is a pairwise disjoint set of open intervals. By the 
Kuratowski-Ulam theorem [9, p. 561, Dj= {(x1, ...,X,)E~Iktjlk: (Xm)~x,,,,.,x,~ is 
comeager in Ij} is comeager in n kZjlk for each j in {l,...,n+l}. For each such 
j choose a point pj = (bi, . . . , bh) from Dj and put Cj = (X,), n Zj. Then m, (bi, . , bi) 
and Cj are as required. 0 
We can insure that the sets Cj above are GS sets by shrinking them if necessary. 
Theorem 1.9 (ZF+DC+ BP). There is no sequence f of positive integers for which 
TWO has a winning Markov strategy in the game SG(R,f; f ). 
Proof. Let f be a sequence of positive integers and let F be a Markov strategy for 
TWO. We may assume that IF(X, n)l =f (n) when 1 X 13 f(n). This does not require 
making arbitrary choices, since the deficits may be made up in a prescribed way, 
using the order which the finite set X inherits from the real line. Put h= Y(f). 
For each n define ~n:[Wh(n)\Qh(n)~[(1,2,...,h(n)}]f’”’ so that @n(~l,...,~htnJ={j: 
xj~F((xl, . . . , x,,(,,)}, n)}. Observe that if rc is any permutation of { 1, . . . . h(n) }, then 
@“(X 1, . ‘. , -X/I(n)) = ~n(-%( I), ‘. . > &(h(n),). 
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Put I0 = R. Apply Lemma 1.8 a countable number of times to the functions 
2, . . . (BP ensures its applicability) to obtain sequences (b,, b,, . . .), (II, I,, . . . ), and 
iL?i?n=1,2 ,... ),(U,$ n=l,2 ,,..) ,...) such that: 
(1) i#j * bi#bj, 
(2) Ikfl c(nj<k+l(uj,n...nu~+,))~(r,\{b,,...,b,(,+,,-,}) is an uncountable 
compact interval, 
(3) (bI, ...,bh(2J-1)E#2)-1 and (bh(k+lj, ...,bh(k+2)~1)~lg’kf2’ ,
(4) each U,“’ ’ is a dense open subset of 1, + 1 and 
(5) for all t in flsIU5+r we have that t is not in F({b,, . . , bhCk+2j_ 1, t}, k + 2). 
By (2) and (4) we have: n j, k < 5 LJi = fl k < ,I, # 8. Let t be any point in this intersec- 
tion. By (2) t is different from each b,. Define B1 = (b,, . .., bfCl, }, and 
Bktl ={bl, . . ..bk(k+l)-l. t}, and put wk = F(B,, k) for each k. By (5) t is not in W,,, for 
any m and so TWO lost the play (B,, WI, . . . . B,, W,,,, . ..). 0 
By Lemma 1.4, ZF + DC + BP proves that TWO does not have a winning Markov 
strategy in SG(R,f;g) for any sequences f and g for which g<*f 
2. Positive results 
I am indebted to two very generous referees who improved both the proofs and the 
assertions of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 (of the originally submitted version of the paper). 
More about this below. 
Theorem 2.1. Let (S, <) be an in$nite linearly ordered set. For all sequencesf and g such 
that {y(g) (n)- ‘J7.f) ( n : 1 neN}, is infinite, TWO has a winning Markoo strategy in 
SG(S,f; g). 
Proof. Let f and g be as in the hypotheses and put x = Y(f) and p = Y(g). Note that 
there is for all n and k an m> k such that P(m) >cx(m)+ n. 
Choose a sequence no <n, < ... <ni< ... such that with n- 1 =O, n, is the least 
integer n>n_l with b(n) >cc(n) and ni+l is the least integer n>ni such that b(n) 
> a(n) + B(R). 
Define a Markov strategy F as follows: Let B= {b,, . . , b,} be a finite set (enu- 
merated in <-increasing order) and let n be a positive integer. Choose i so that 
?Ij<?Z<ni+I. Then put u = min{ fi(n - 1) -fi(nJ + 1, s) and put 2: = mini/I(n) -/3(ni), s}. 
Finally define: 
F(B,n)={b,,b,+,,...,b,}. 
To see that F is a winning Markov strategy for TWO in SG(S,f; g) we must see that 
TWO’s responses, using F, satisfy the rules of the game, and that every F-play is won 
by TWO. The former is easy to verify. Consider a play (B,, WI, , B,, W,, . . .) which is 
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played according to F. We show that B,, + 1 E Wni + 1 u ... u Wni, 1 for each i z 0. To 
this end, fix XEB_ + 1. Let b{, b’,, _. . be the <-increasing enumeration of B,, +j and let 
tj be such that x=bjj for 1 d jdni+,-ni. Then we have tl dtZ<... . 
By the definition of F, F(B,,+l, Izi + 1) consists of the first min(g(ni + l), IBni + 1 I} 
elements of B,,. 1. Hence: If x4 W,,$+ 1, then tl >g(ni + 1). Thus we have 
tz>g(ni+l)+l,and~~ifx(=b:,)$Wn~+z, then we have t2 > g(ni + 1) + g(ni + 2). Con- 
tinuing like this we see that if x is not a member of W,,+l u ... u W,,. 1, then 
tni + ,_ni > /?(ni+ 1) - /l(ni). But this contradicts the fact that 
t n,+,-n,~IBni+,ldcr(ni+l) <P(ni+1)-B(nJ. 
This completes the proof. Cl 
Remarks. Theorem 2.1 as presented is an improved version, due to one of the referees. 
Originally I proved the theorem only for pairs of sequencesfand g such thatfeg, and 
my proof was much clumsier than that of the referee. Theorems 1.6 and 1.9 show that 
Theorem 2.1 is the best TWO can do with the available information. 
In the next theorem TWO’s memory is restricted to remembering only the most 
recent move of the opponent. The basic idea in its proof is that due to the slow rate at 
which ONE is allowed to increase sets from inning to inning, TWO has a crude 
estimate of which inning is in progress (@ provides the estimate) and uses this 
information to decide which points from ONE’s set to pick. The estimate used by 
TWO for the number of the inning in progress is successful because of the relatively 
larger rate at which TWO may pick points. 
I am grateful to two referees who pointed out that a small modification to my proof 
of a predecessor to Theorem 2.2 gives the present Theorem 2.2. I originally proved 
that TWO has a winning tactic in SG(S, m, 2. m), and left it as an open problem 
whether “2. m” could be improved to “m + 1”. The proof presented here is also based 
on that of the two referees. 
Theorem 2.2. For each positive integer m and each injinite linearly ordered set (S, <), 
TWO has a winning tactic in SG(S, m, m+ 1). 
Proof. For B a finite subset of cardinality r of S, B = {b,, . . . , b,}, is an enumeration of 
B in <-increasing order and Q(B) denotes max{k: ]BI 2 k. m}. Let k and / be the 
unique nonnegative integers satisfying: L < m . (m + l)k and (m + l)k + 8- 1 = Q(B) . Let 
u be min{r, e. (m + 1) + l} and let v be min{r, (e + 1). (m + 1) }. 
We define: 
F(B)= {b,, . . . . b,). 
To see that F is a winning tactic for TWO, let (B,, W,, .., B,, W,, . ..) be a play of 
SG(S, m, m + 1) for which W,, = F(B,) for each n. Since B, c B, c B3 c ..., is admissible 
for ONE we have @(Bk+ 1)< @(Bk) f or each k. It is sufficient to show that there are 
infinitely many n for which B, c u ,“= 1 W,,. 
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Fix p0 such that (m + lr - 1 = @(B,) for some positive k, fixed from now on. Then 
choosepo<p,<pz<... such that(m+l)k+j-l=@(BPj)forj~m~(m+l)k. Weshow 
that 
B,c u{ Wp,: 06 j<m.(m+ l)“}. 
Fix XEB,. Let {xi,& . ..} enumerate B, in <-increasing order for each j. Let 
to, r 1, ... be the integers defined by the equations x = xp, =x:, = ... . Then we have: 
t,dtl<tZ<..’ . 
If x# II& (which consists of the first m + 1 members of B,), then to > m + 1. But then 
t1 >(m+ l)+ 1 so that if x$WP, (which consists of the consecutive m+ 1 elements of 
B,, which commence with x,+ J, then ti > 2. (m + 1). Then t2 3 2. (m + 1) + 1, and so 
on. Continuing like this we see that if x# u { WP,: O,<j < m.(m + l)“}, then 
t,+n + 1)k - 1 > rn. (m-t lr’ ‘. But this contradicts the fact that B,.+,+ I1k_ I has fewer 
than m (m + l)k+ ’ elements, which completes the proof. 0 
Theorems 1.6 and 1.9 show that we cannot expect to reduce “m+ 1” to “m”. 
3. A consistency result for SG(o,,f; g) 
Next we prove the consistency, modulo the existence of certain big cardinal 
numbers, of the statement that TWO does not have a winning Markov strategy in 
SG(o,,S,g) for any f and g with g<*f: We first show the consistency of the truth of 
a certain partition relation for o1 relative to the consistency of the existence of certain 
partition cardinals. The desired game theoretic result follows from this partition 
relation via Theorem 1.6. Though I found no explicit literature on this partition 
relation, I believe that it is well-known - the methods employed in its proof certainly 
are. I therefore present the proof here for the record. Such notions as “forcing”, “Levy 
collapse”, “L(ww) “, “Ramsey cardinals ” “ordinal definable from the reals”, etc. are , 
discussed in [4,8,7,12]. As in [S], let (M, E) be a fixed countable transitive model of 
ZFC. As usual, write 2 for (0, 1). 
Lemma 3.1 [ZFC]. Let CI < K be limit ordinals in Mfir which (M, E) I= “K = K(U) “. Let 
(9, <, ly)~M be a partially ordered set such that (M, E) /= “ the cardinality of 9’ is less 
than I “. Let 9 be g-generic over M. 
Then (M[g], E)I=“K-+(cI);~“. 
Proof. Work in M. Let r be a P-name such that l,(=“r : [lc]<“+z”. Let JV be the set 
of nice names (in the sense of [S, p. 2081) of elements of 2. Then elements of JV” can be 
taken as of the form {~}xA,u{~}xA, where AovAl is an antichain of 9. The 
cardinality of the set JV is at most 2tPt. 
Define F : [K] <"-+.A~ so that for each X in [K]<~, l~+“z(X)= F(X)“. Since K is 
strongly inaccessible we have I_&‘“[ <K. Moreover (see [4], p. 239, Corollary 2.2]), 
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K+(E) z$“;. Choose a set SC K of type cx which is monochromatic for F. For each n let 
cn be a nice name such that F(X)=o, for any XE[S]“. Then (M[9], E) j=“S is 
monochromatic for TV”. 0 
Theorem 3.2. Let CI< K be limit ordinals in M for which (M, E) I=‘%= K(U)“. Let 
(P‘, <, 19~)~ M be the Levy collapse of K to w 1. Then for any CP which is F-generic 
over M, (M[F], E)\= “(L(“o), E)+:w~-+(cI) 2,“. 
Proof. Work in M[V]. Let nil be such that rc: [wJ<“‘+{O, 1). Choose a for- 
mula r of the language of set theory, fi, . ..&E~w and ordinals xi, . . . . ak such that: 
For (X, i) E[oJ<~ x {0, l}: n(X)= i if, and only if, T(X, i,fi, . . . . fn, czl, . . . , Q) (this is 
possible since 7-r is in fact ordinal definable from the reals). 
Also let gEWW code the countability of IX. Since a is a limit ordinal, K is a limit of 
strongly inaccessible cardinal numbers (see e.g. [Dr, p. 285, Theorem 4.31). Choose 
a strongly inaccessible %<K such that g,fi, ..,fn are in MC@] (here, 4e” is the 
relativization of Y to 9’; see e.g. [12, p.15, Lemma 3.41). 
By Lemma 3.1, (M[Ce”], E)+“K+(GI);~ and CI is countable”. Then by [l 1, p. 961 
(M[g,fi, . . . ,fJ, E)+“K+(cI):~ and c( is countable”; indeed, (L[g,fi, . . . ,f,], E) + 
“K+(cp and c( is countable”. 
It is clear that rc is in L[g,fi, . . . ,fJ. Let A be a subset of type CI of ti which is in 
LCSJi, . . ..fJ and is monochromatic for 71. Then AEL(“w) and is monochromatic 
for 71. 0 
It is also well known (see e.g. [7] or [12] ) that (M[FFj, E)/=“(L, E)+ZF+DC”. 
This fact together with the preceding theorem yields the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.3. If “ZFC + there exists an o + w Erdiis cardinal” is a consistent theory 
then so is “ZF + DC + TWO does not have a winning Markov strategy in SG(o,,f; g) for 
any f and g such that g < *f “. 
Recall that K is a Ramsey cardinal if K+(Ic)~~. Using the same methods as above 
one shows the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. If “ZFC + there exists a Ramsey cardinal” is consistent, then so is the 
theory “ZF+DC + for each IY<CV~, the partition relation w~+(u)>~ holds”. 
The hypothesis of a Ramsey cardinal might be stronger than what is really needed. 
The proof goes through if instead one assumes that K is strongly inaccessible and 
~--+(x!):~ for each GI<K. 
The consistency results concerning the partition relation for o1 were done in more 
generality than was necessary for our present purposes. The motivation for this 
generality is as follows. How badly is a given Markov strategy of player TWO 
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defeated by player ONE? The partition relation is used in [3] to give a quantitive 
answer to this question. 
4. Epilogue 
Here I list some problems whose solutions might be crucial to a better understand- 
ing of the existence of winning Markov strategies or winning k-tactics for TWO in 
SG(S,f; g) . For the first two problems our results show that (assuming the existence of 
some big cardinal numbers) it is consistent that the answers are “yes”. Is the large 
cardinal assumption necessary? 
Problem 4.1. Is there for each m a polynomial pm such that TWO does not have 
a winning Markov strategy in SG(o,,p,, m)? 
Problem 4.2. Is there a polynomial p such that TWO does not have a winning Markov 
strategy in SG(o,,p,m) for any m? 
Let (S, <) be a linearly ordered set and let k be a positive integer. Define a k-tactic of 
TWO to be a strategy which depends on no more than the k most recent moves of 
ONE. Thus, a l-tactic is a tactic. In Theorem 2.2 it was shown that for all m, TWO has 
a winning tactic in SG(S, m, m + 1) . Though TWO need not have a winning Markov 
strategy, TWO clearly has a winning 2-tactic in SG(S, m, n) for any m d n. Beyond this 
virtually nothing is known concerning the existence of winning k-tactics. Solutions to 
the following problems, even modulo the existence of large cardinals, might be a good 
beginning towards unravelling secrets about k-tactics. 
Problem 4.3. Does TWO have a winning k-tactic in SG(S, m, n) for some m>n and 
some k? 
Problem 4.4. Is there some injnite set, S, and some sequence f of positive integers such 
that player TWO does not have a winning 2-tactic in the game SG(S,_L l)? 
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